10GP0715 PROPAK FEATURES:

• Sizing and installation are simple and fast.
• The wiring is as easy as a standard three-wire control box
• Factory preset pressure of 60 psi with simple, fast field adjustability for higher pressures.
• Three-phase output to the motor reduces wire cost.
• 10 GPM liquid ends now come standard, with increased staging for 0.5 hp - 1.5 hp, to further extend applications.
• A fully wired transducer is included with grounding provisions.

The Goulds Water Technology 10GP0715 ProPak kit, also known as a “mismatched pump/motor combo” integrates a small 0.75 hp pump with a larger 1.5 hp motor, operated by a SOLO² drive for constant pressure. Thanks to the mismatched motor and additional stages in the 10GS, this combination can run up to 80 Hz, producing a broader performance curve, which allows for more applications to be served with a single solution.